
Table 2 Emergence of each theme and sub-themes with enablers and inhibitors

Concepts/overarching 

theme Sub-theme Enabler findings Inhibitor findings

Pre-entry

Self

  Professional Desire to up-skill ‘because … you get very good assessment 

skills.’ (P9)

Nil

More autonomy ‘I wanted to have more autonomy in nursing. 

I’ve always wanted to challenge myself to the 

challenges of rural medicine and nursing’ (P5)

Nil

Unaware of lack 

of knowledge and 

skills

Nil ‘blindly feeling quite comfortable’ (P13)

‘(New) grads don’t know what they don’t 

know … (They should) know that there’s 

a number of things that are lifesaving and 

can’t go wrong. Like … blood pressure can 

plummet in front of your eyes’ (P13)

Life skills and 

experience

Nil ‘If you’ve got a 25-year-old with not a lot of 

life skills … as opposed to a 50-year-old … 

there’s going to be a lot of difference between 

them … That’s an experience thing (if they felt 

like been dropped in).’ (P3, P4)

‘I think it would be hard to do if you had 

younger children at school and you didn’t 

have a husband… (Or) have a husband who 

works fulltime.’ (P14)

  Personal Change from current 

workplace

‘I was a bit sick of where I was working and 

wanted to change’(P2)

‘Gave us release, a break from busy, full-time 

work.’ (P3, P4)

‘I like to have something to look forward to 

and change.’ (P2)

Nil

Stress Nil Waiting to see if a position was available was 

‘the most stressful time of my life’ (P8)

Transition processes

  Formal Preparation—skill 

acquisition and 

knowledge—using 

own initiative

‘A group of hospitals work together to run the 

(speciality) Introductory Program … Nurse 

Educators from the various facilities have 

volunteered (to) provide the lectures … (which 

are) hosted at different sites.’ (P6)—strategy 

as an enabler

‘(Informal) online training (which gave me) … 

a basic concept of the processes and what to 

look out for.’ (P1)

‘(when I transitioned from emergency to 

rural) it was an exchange, I’ve been given the 

details of the person who I was swapping 

with prior to leaving. So, we were able to 

prepare each other for things that we might 

see and do … I did self-orientation by 

completing online learning modules (offered 

on Queensland Health iLearn page)’ (P3)

Clinical placements 

during pre-

registration 

programme

‘When I was a student I did one of my 

placements in Emergency … (and) I knew that 

was where… I want to be’. (P3)

‘I did a placement in theatre and I really liked 

the experience.’ (P11)

‘My final placement, I put down for ICU. And I 

absolutely loved it.’ (P15)

’If (new grads) don’t have some experience 

(of speciality) at the interview (they)’re 

really disadvantage(d). (and) not hav(ing) 

placements (in speciality), that severely 

affected interest as career specialty.’ (P6)

Sense of belonging

Context of practice 

(Overarching theme)

Employer support 

Lack of positions for 

transitioning nurses

Nil ‘(It was) extremely (competitive to get into 

Perioperative area) … (Of) 40 or 50 (new 

graduates) … six of us got a job.’(P8)

Incomer

Self
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Concepts/overarching 

theme Sub-theme Enabler findings Inhibitor findings

Professional Autonomy ‘I feel completely secure in my ability to 

escalate, because you know the person on the 

other end.’ (P10)

‘I really found nurses are expected to do 

nursing tasks.’ (P10)

‘(In metropolitan hospital) the doctor’s there 

and what do the nurses do here? The doctors 

do all the cannulating … there’s so many 

medical staff.’ (P14)

Confidence Nil ‘you've got to really push and put yourself 

out there to make sure you get the most of it; 

you're not spoon-fed.’ (P14)

‘First little while I found it difficult to trust 

myself’ (P10)

‘(I)was daunting to start with’ (P9)

Fear, anxiety Nil ‘You were … thrown into everything … It was 

very stressful for me.’ (P13)

‘A bit daunting … I was very nervous … 

because I’ve never done a specialised … I’ve 

just had the broad-spectrum nursing … It was 

a (big transition).’ (P1)

Transition processes

  Formal Experiential learning 

modules embedded 

in practice

‘there was the four different work booklets 

about 100 pages in (each) … there was various 

activities work booklets … and task(s).’ (P3)

‘I was learning hands-on the whole time’ (P11)

‘each modules (of Perioperative Introductory 

Program) helps support (nurses in) those 

different areas(Scrub Scout, Anaesthetic or 

Recovery)’ (P6)

‘They didn’t (have cultural orientation with 

me).’ (P1)

Formal learning 

tools

‘They had a card with questions on them’ (P6)

‘We have the unit orientation packages and 

really all the competency-type assessments 

are bundled into transition.’ (P13)

‘I was given a booklet which had a list of 

where everything is, and I just had to go and 

find it all like a bit of a treasure hunt.’ (P3)

Nil

Lack of completion 

deadlines

Nil ‘the structure of the (Transition Emergency) 

program, at times (when I did) it wasn’t very 

well structured. There was (sic) no deadlines, 

there was no finish date. So, few people 

struggled to get theirs finished.’ (P3)

IT or hospital 

systems

‘we’ve always used EDIS system, so I’ve 

always used that computer system … I found 

it fairly easy.’ (P13)

‘(In rural setting) we take on a larger role … 

we do more computer-based things that were 

not done at (metropolitan hospital) … we both 

use EDIS and (metropolitan hospital) used 

it in depth … we don’t need to patient track 

(in rural setting) … Whereas (metropolitan 

hospital), every patient is logged … (and) 

tracked.’ (P10)’

Orientation ‘My first day (transitioning from rehab to 

emergency) I was orientated to the ward.’ (P3)

‘I had a very extensive orientation. I felt they 

gave me a full orientation … three days and 

then two days supernumerary, so I had a 

week.’ (P10)

One day insufficient as it is a ‘that’s a big area 

to learn.’ (P14)

‘I was only supernumerary for three days, 

three shifts, and I also had a whole floor 

orientation … a week after I started … (it was 

not sufficient orientation), because it was 

a very different system (transferring from 

previous emergency I worked).’ (P12)

Mentor ‘We have got a nurse educator who oversees 

the whole program.’ (P8)

‘I had a couple of Preceptors assigned to me 

and they were helpful in being able to teach 

me what I should be doing… I had a CN that 

was training me as well.’ (P11)

‘(Transition program) would have been better 

if you had a specific mentor.’ (P14)

‘the Clinical Facilitator is probably the key 

mentor for the grads… you can’t do a buddy 

system. Logistically it’s completely impossible 

with the roster.’ (P13)

Sense of belonging
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Concepts/overarching 

theme Sub-theme Enabler findings Inhibitor findings

  Culture Staff support ‘Staff there (at metropolitan emergency) were 

very supportive and helpful, knowing that I 

was new to the area … few people did take 

me under their wing and guide(d)me.’ (P5)

‘(in metropolitan emergency) because we 

always had a good senior staff member as 

team leader and then we had two or three staff 

working along maybe 10 beds.’ (P12)

‘People don’t enjoy being told they’re doing 

the wrong thing, but the team just said, “Okay, 

well now we’ll do it this way. If we’re not doing 

it well we’ll change” … wow, that’s really a 

healthy way to work.’ (P10)

‘If I just had one way of being taught and 

get it right … then I could consider doing it 

different ways … it (was) hard to consolidate 

my learning.’ (P11)

‘For the first few days in… I was basically 

ignored and watched and it’s almost like 

you’ve got to prove your worth.’ (P5)

Personality of other 

staff

Nil ‘there’s a lot of strong personalities and it’s 

quite hard when you’re new to be confident 

and speak up and ask questions or challenge 

someone about something that’s been there 

for a long time.’ (P11)

‘(Nurses) eat their own kind.’ (P4, P11)

‘they were helpful, but they sort of weren't, 

either. They kind of let you sort of flounder 

about a bit which wasn’t too brilliant.‘ (P15)

Working within 

teams

‘In a rural setting the doctors really rely on the 

nurses. They love to teach, and they taught 

me a lot. You have that relationship where you 

can’t work without each other’ (P1)

‘(Culture at metropolitan emergency was) 

Friendly and inviting and team orientated… 

Inclusive.’ (P14)

As a tertiary hospital … we are always going to 

have people learning … So everyone is quite 

open to educating each other. (P8)

‘at my level I really appreciated being around 

more people and having the opportunity to ask 

and have that clarification on things.’ (P2)

‘I feel like for new graduates there’s a lot of… 

nurses eat their young. There’s a lot of lateral 

violence within the Perioperative environment 

for new grads.’ (P11)

Social support—

through personal 

network

‘I have a couple of close friends (back home). 

I did debrief to them after some shifts. Yeah, I 

knew that is what I had to do’ (P1)

‘I have very close friends and Mum. I like 

to exercise. Getting involved in those 

community events (such as community touch 

and netball team) has definitely helped me, 

being involved. That has definitely made my 

experience enjoyable.’ (P2)

Nil

Insider

Self
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Concepts/overarching 

theme Sub-theme Enabler findings Inhibitor findings

  Personal Career 

advancement—

leadership

‘I (would like to take) on more leadership roles 

and progressing up that way.’ (P1)

‘In emergency nursing it (to have leadership 

opportunities) was a lot easier to develop.’ 

(P12)

‘It’ll be at least three or four years before 

they’ll let you be a team leader … I found (it) 

very interesting … Because some of their 

team leaders … only got there because 

they’ve been there for so long.’ (P12)

‘You’ve got dudes from the old school in the 

high positions now, dealing with the new 

school … (Such culture make) it very difficult 

for new grads … (and) for new people to a 

new area. (P15)

Personal experience ‘A really good experience… I don’t regret it.’ 

(P14)

‘going to the big hospital actually re-ignited 

my interest in nursing… I would like to do 

agency nursing in about a year because I love 

working out west as well.’ (P9)

To be honest, by the end of my three months 

I was definitely excited to come back (to rural 

setting) … I really enjoyed that aspect of living 

out here; the community sense. (P2)

Isolation Nil ‘It could be lonely, because it’s such a big 

department (at metropolitan) … if I didn’t 

turn up for work one day, nobody would have 

known the difference … Nobody would have 

realised that.’ (P14)

‘In the rural you’re running the whole hospital, 

especially in the afternoon or night shift. So 

if you get someone serious in there’s a lot of 

stress involved.’ (P9)

‘In rural setting] there is autonomy. You very 

much have to think for yourself.’ (P2)

‘It is a little bit off-putting being on your own, 

without backup.’ (P5)

Confidence ‘I noticed a difference when I came back to 

the rural of how much responsibility you have 

running the hospital.’ (P9)

‘(In rural) everyone’s terrified of making a 

mistake because if make a mistake there’s no 

one just handy to support you, so everyone’s 

always very hesitant to do anything because 

they don’t want to be the only one doing 

anything.’ (P10)

‘I had to say to myself, you can do this. You’re 

smart, you’re capable, you’re intelligent. Take 

a deep breath and you’ll be all right.’ (P13)

‘Ability to be able to speak up for yourself 

is really important which (is) a double-edged 

sword

There’s a narrow band of acceptable or 

perfect behaviour that we want people to fit 

into.’ (P13)
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Concepts/overarching 

theme Sub-theme Enabler findings Inhibitor findings

  Professional Transition 

programme

‘it gave you development, learning 

opportunities, new skills.’ (P3, P4)

‘It is an initiative if someone has come from 

a field that is not Perioperative system but 

they go through this induction (Perioperative 

Introductory Program) to bring their skills up to 

date.’ (P8)

‘I recommend it (transition program) to 

everybody to change their careers in advance 

and learn new skills.’ (P12)

‘It was really good to get that intense, much 

higher experience rate in a short space of 

time’ (P14)

Nil

Transferring skills ‘Coming back into a metropolitan from after 

doing everything rurally, we’re not allowed to 

suture or do plasters or any of those skills that 

one has for the rural setting, in a metropolitan 

setting … your scope of practice … changes 

severely.’ (P3, P4)

‘There are skills that you’ll use in a rural 

environment that you won’t in a metropolitan 

… And what’s available in terms of resources 

and care capability.’ (P4)

Understanding 

patient flow from 

one setting to 

another

‘networking and understanding where our 

patients go after we provide them care’ (P3, 

P4)

‘(Hospital name) is where we… send all our 

patients. It was good to see the care that they 

get down there when we do fly people out.’ 

(P1)

Nil

Transitioning processes

  Formal Accessing 

education

‘(in metropolitan hospital) I was involved in the 

SIM, simulation … there was allocated training 

to either a new policy or a new medication 

pathway.’ (P2)

‘(in) rural … you get three allocated PDE days 

per year, but … we’ve got to fit it in between 

schedule; you don’t really get any extra time 

to do it because there’s a staff shortage.’ (P9)

‘There is not enough or frequent education 

given. You have to do that independently … 

You might have a (educator) come out for 

a day, but you might not be on shift … you 

don’t really get that hands-on time.’ (P2)

Primary clinical care 

manual

‘It is your bible in rural and remote areas’ (P3, 

P4).

Nil

Time frame too 

short

‘I don’t think anyone would complete the 

rural transition (exchange) program in three 

months’ (P3)

Lack of a 

completion deadline

‘It wasn’t overly enforced … yes, I'm 

expected to do the program, but if you didn’t 

do it, no one would come after you.’ (P15)

Programme 

articulation

(Our Transition to Intensive Care Program) 

equals to two subjects in a G. Cert. in Critical 

Care at (xxx university) or XXX University… 

clinically oriented and clinical knowledge base. 

(P13)

(The EPIC program would) knock off two 

subjects for uni … Like (University name) 

would recognise. (P15)

‘It (Perioperative Introductory Program) 

used to (articulate into a formal program 

at a tertiary education institutions), but … 

(with) the new revised modules (this does 

not happen anymore) … A lot of universities 

stopped offering post-graduate perioperative 

courses.’ (P6)

‘But some people just go whatever … (The 

EPIC program was) encouraged but not 

mandatory.’ (P15)
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Concepts/overarching 

theme Sub-theme Enabler findings Inhibitor findings

  Sense of belonging Support by other 

staff

‘They were very welcoming and encouraging, 

very approachable.’ (P2)

They don’t really have a high turnover of staff 

in (rural location). I think they’ve got a pretty 

good team there. (P3)

‘(in Metropolitan emergency) It’s very role-

defined… you’re a nurse, I’m a doctor. My job 

is to do this, your job is to do that. (P4)

Culture of the 

workplace

‘emergency are very brash, massive egos … 

It’s like we deal with hardcore stuff, and it’s 

big, and we’ll talk about it.’ (P15)

‘(in) ICU … you need to be self-assured’. 

(P15)

‘Senior nurses that don’t want to take on 

leadership roles … make you feel very lost.’ 

(P10)
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